
Sempre's Connected Construction Assessment is designed to help your

housebuilding or construction company enable better collaborative working,

streamline business processes and utilise data as an asset to drive change in

post-COVID recovery. That change is delivered through developing a truly

connected view of data across the business to understand:

Connect data; 

INCREASE BUSINESS CAPABILITES

CONNECTED CONSTRUCTION ASSESSMENT
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Connected Enterprise Information Bottlenecks Data Efficiency

How truly connected

your enterprise is and

how you fare compared

to your industry peers.

Where your information

bottlenecks are and what

negative business impact

they are having, for

example on customer

satisfaction, health &

safety and procurement.

To find the real

opportunities to

drive efficiencies and

smarter working with

data.
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Map and review your current application and data landscape.    

Audit your existing application integration and application lifetimes.

Identify any current difficulties, frustrations and limitations of the

existing architecture.

Clarify your current and future business objectives.
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THOUGHT-PROVOKING ENGAGEMENT:

This thought-provoking, free of charge engagement kicks-off

with a half-day workshop with Paul Scales, Sempre's

Housebuilding & Construction Industry Lead, and the

appropriate representatives from your organisation.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES:

WORKSHOP FOLLOW UP:

Within one month of the workshop, Sempre will document the

findings and, using their industry knowledge and experience helping

other housebuilding and construction companies, present you a

roadmap to deliver "Connected Construction" to your organisation,

including:

A target architecture that provides the capabilities to deliver

the identified business objectives and strategies in line with

providing a "Connected Construction" outcome.

Gap analysis between your current state and desired future

state, prioritising those that will deliver the most value to

your organisation.

A proposed set of initiatives that would help address those

identified gaps.
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This is a no-obligation, half-day consulting engagement with

Sempre.  We would hope to have demonstrated our expertise and

experience in helping organisations like yours achieve their desired

future state to meet their strategic goals, and therefore that you will

choose to work with us in putting the proposed initiatives in place. 

There is, however, no requirement to do so.  Along the same lines,

Sempre reserves the right to decline delivery of a Connected

Construction Assessment if we feel we are not the best organisation

to help you on your journey.

Over his eight years in this sector, Paul has worked with many of our

customers, including Laing O'Rourke, CALA Homes, Countryside

Properties, Crest Nicholson and Aspire Defence Capital Works. 

Paul's combination of industry experience and technical expertise

ensures he brings a pragmatic and analytical approach to converting

data into insight to augment decision making, support better planning

and deepen understanding of business performance.

NO OBLIGATION:

www.linkedin.com/in/pacscales/

In his role as Housebuilding & Construction

Industry Lead at Sempre, Paul helps our

customers transform their organisation through

digitising information, connecting data, and

better utilising applications and data assets to

increase business capabilities.  

The workshop is run by our Industry Lead for

Housebuilding & Construction, Paul Scales.
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